Half Marathon runner raises money for Rainbow House

The Rainbow House Amenity Fund has received a generous donation from Helen Climie from Irvine who ran this year’s Glasgow half marathon and raised the grand sum of £706.50.

Helen’s granddaughter, Ailey, has been a patient at Rainbow House for six years. Helen has always been incredibly grateful for the services provided at Rainbow House for Ailey, and for her excellent treatment there. She wanted to show her thanks by raising money for the Amenity Fund.

Elaine Murray, Administration Manager, Rainbow House commented: ‘We are very proud of Helen for completing the half marathon in Glasgow, and incredibly grateful to her and all the people who sponsored her for their donations.

“The Amenity Fund is used to purchase toys, support events and outings for young patients. This includes a Christmas party and yearly weekend trip to an outdoor activity centre in Keswick, specially designed for physically impaired children.

“These events are wonderful for the wellbeing of the children, and they wouldn’t be possible without people like Helen. On behalf of Rainbow House and all the patients who will benefit from this donation, I would like to give our heartfelt thanks.”
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Photograph: staff at Rainbow House receiving their donation from Helen and granddaughter Ailey. Left to right (back row): Jennifer Monaghan, Physiotherapist; Elaine Murray, Administration Manager; Tricia Wood, Nursery Nurse; Karen Smith, Paediatric Sister; James Anderson, Psychology Assistant. Left to right (front row): Julie Johnston, Occupational Therapist; Helen Climie from Irvine; Ailey Climie from Irvine; Claire MacKenzie, Occupational Therapist; and Shelley Clyde, Admin Assistant
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